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Giant Adrenal Myelolipoma: Is Laparoscopic Resection Possible?
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Abstract

Background: Myelolipoma is a benign and uncommon tumor of the adrenal gland. The
majority is small and asymptomatic and is diagnosed incidentally. However it can be
large and produce symptoms. The laparoscopic adrenalectomy is the gold standard for
its treatment but can be challenging if the lesion is big because of technical aspects and
the associated malignancy risk. Case Report: We present a case of an asymptomatic 37
years old man, with past history of arterial hypertension, that performed an abdominal
ultrasound that showed a huge mass on the right adrenal gland with 98×85×96 mm,
consistent with a myelolipoma. The abdomino-pelvic tomography confirmed the diagnosis
and the functional study revealed a marginal elevation of plasmatic nor-adrenaline
and catecholamines. The MIBG scintigraphy was normal. The lesion was removed by
laparoscopy. Conclusion: The giant adrenal myelolipoma is a rare tumor. Laparoscopic
adrenalectomy has become the gold standard in management of most adrenal masses.
Even for giant adrenal masses, it can be done in a safe way, provided that is performed by
an experienced laparoscopic team.
Keywords: Adrenal Gland Neoplasms, Adrenalectomy, Catecholamines, Laparoscopy,
Myelolipoma.

Introduction

size tumors can occur with bleeding complications
that can be fatal [7,8]. The laparoscopic approach
is technically challenging, although it can be
performed by an experienced team. We present
a case report of a giant myelolipoma that was
removed by laparoscopy.

Myelolipoma is an uncommon, benign tumor,
that is composed of mature adipose tissue along
with hematopoietic elements [1,2]. Although
myelolipomas do not classically produce any
hormones, they may coexist with a metabolically
active adrenal adenoma, usually producing excess
cortisol [3]. This lesion is usually located in adrenal
glands, but has been found at other localizations,
such as pelvis, retroperitoneum and thorax [4].
In the past, adrenal myelolipoma was primarily
detected at autopsy and incidence ranged from
0.1-0.4% [5]. Recently, with the widespread use of
various imaging methods, such as ultrasonography,
computer tomography and magnetic resonance
imaging, incidental detection of adrenal
myelolipoma has become more common (10-15%)
[6]. The majority of these incidentalomas are
unilateral, small and asymptomatic although large

Case Report
A 37 years old man was referred from his primary
care physician to the surgical department because
he had an abdominal ultrasound showing a huge
mass on the right adrenal gland with 98×85×96 mm,
consistent with a myelolipoma. On his past medical
history there is reference to arterial hypertension and
moderate alcoholic habits. He didn’t have history
of malignancy. He didn’t have symptoms, such us
palpitations, flushing, diarrhoea, diabetes, cramps,
weight loss or anorexia. The physical examination
was normal. The hemogram, cholesterol levels,
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glycated hemoglobin, thyroid function, electrolyte
assay and liver function were normal. The
functional study revealed a marginal elevation
of plasmatic nor-adrenaline and catecholamines,
with a normal renin, aldosterone and cortisol
levels. The abdomino-pelvic tomography showed
a nodular formation on the right adrenal gland
with 103×87×80 mm, with strong adipose tissue
content, compatible with myelolipoma [Fig.1].
The MIBG scintigraphy [Fig.2] didn’t
reveal abnormal or increased uptake points of
MIBG that could be related to an increased
catecholamergic activity (such us pheochromocytoma or paraganglioma). Because of the size of the
lesion and the possibility of malignancy the excision
of the lesion was proposed. It was performed
by laparoscopy, without any complications.The
lesion was entirely excised and removed with an
extraction bag, to avoid tumor seeding [Fig.3]. The
patient was discharged on the 5th post-operative
day, without any complication. The anatomopathological examination revealed a nodular mass,
with 310 g with 12×10×6 cm. The histological
examination revealed a benign mesenchymal
neoplasm, with characteristics of myelolipoma.
Malignant cells or pheocromocytoma images
weren’t identified. The patient was reassessed
after 2 weeks and at 6 months post-surgery and he
did not present any symptoms, so he was disharged
to primary care setting.

Fig.1: A nodule in right adrenal gland with strong adipose
tissue content, compatible with myelolipoma.

Fig.2: MIBG scintigraphy showing no abnormal uptake
points.

Discussion
Myelolipoma is an uncommon tumor like lesion
composed of a variable mixture of hematopoietic
elements and mature fat [9]. The term
“myelolipoma” was used by Oberling in 1929 [10]
though the lesion was described earlier by Gierke
in 1905 [11]. Sixty percent of myelolipomas
have an adrenal localization, but can be found
in a pre-sacral, thorax, retroperitoneum, pelvis,
stomach and perianal localization [12]. The most
acceptable etiology is that myelolipomas arise due
to metaplasia of the reticuloendothelial cells of the

Fig.3: Enblock resection of tumor.

blood capillaries in the adrenal gland in response to
stimuli such as chronic stress, infection, necrosis,
or inflammation [13]. Usually they are nonfunctioning and asymptomatic, however they can be
found in association with obesity, hypertension and
endocrine disturbances, such as Addison disease,
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Cushing syndrome and hyperaldosteronism, or
they can co-exist with adrenal hyperplasia or
functioning tumors [14]. Adrenal myelolipoma has
been reported as occurring in the 5th to 7th decades
of life. It occurs in both genders with female
predominance. The right adrenal gland is more
commonly involved than the left [15].

treatment of large tumors is still questionable due
to the concern over the risk of malignancy as well
technical difficulties. Traditionally, a tumor size
of 6 cm to 8 cm has been considered as an upper
limit for laparoscopic adrenalectomy [24,25]. It
is known that the risk of malignancy increases
with the size of the lesion [26]. The only specific
contraindication for laparoscopic surgery is
radiologic or intra-operative evidence of invasion
of the peri-adrenal tissue by the tumor [27,28].

In the past, these tumors were discovered
at autopsy, with an incidence ranging from 0.1%
to 0.4%. Nowadays with the widespread use
of radiological studies, the incidental detection
of myelolipoma has become more common,
constituting up to 10-15% of incidental adrenal
masses [16]. The majority of these incidentalomas
are unilateral, non-functioning and small, however
bilateral cases have been reported [17]. Patients are
generally asymptomatic. Nevertheless, when the
tumors reach large dimensions, they can present
symptoms related to the compression of neighboring
organs, hemorrhage or even tumoral necrosis.
Abdominal pain, hematuria and constipation are
the most frequent symptoms observed. In some
rare cases, large size tumors may have spontaneous
rupture leading to severe hemorrhage or present
with sepsis secondary to a large abcess [18,19].

Some authors suggest that the main
limitation during laparoscopic dissection for
large and potentially malignant adrenal tumors
is incomplete resection and capsular disruption
with increased risk of local recurrence and intraabdominal neoplasic seeding [29]. However
these complication are also observed during open
surgery. So, what is most important is the ability
of the surgeon to perform a safe and complete
resection [30].

Conclusion
The giant adrenal myelolipoma is a rare tumor.
Laparoscopic adrenalectomy has become the gold
standard in management of most adrenal masses.
Even for giant adrenal masses, it can be done in
a safe way, provided that is performed by an
experienced laparoscopic team.

Small asymptomatic tumors less than 4 cm
can be monitored expectantly since they pose little
risk of spontaneous rupture or bleeding [20]. When
the patients have tumors more than 4 cm or fastgrowing tumors, surgical resection should be the
treatment of choice [21]. Since the introduction
of laparoscopic adrenalectomy in 1992 by Gagner
et al., this minimally invasive technique has gained
worldwide acceptance and has become the gold
standard for the removal of most small, benign
lesions of the adrenal gland [22].
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